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Host

Host is a lightweight but stable laptop table, designed to compliment any soft seating range.

HOST TABLE
FEATURES
Die cast, weighted aluminum top and base provides stability and elegance.
Off centre, extruded aluminium column allows for table to be tucked close
to soft seating to aid working. The top has a hand grip underside of table
edge and easy slide glides facilitate flexibility.
FINISHES
Top & base: Aluminium
Refer to Allermuir Finishes Specification for a full range of colours
and finishes.
CERTIFICATION

DESIGN
Simon Pengelly

600

DIMENSIONS

347
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HOST TABLE
CARE & MAINTENANCE
Periodic maintenance is necessary to ensure long term durability and
customer satisfaction. All products should be closely inspected each month.
If any items show any sign of structural failure it should be taken out of
service immediately.
Chrome Frames
Clean Chrome with a good grade Chrome cleaner to maintain bright finish.
Occasionally Chrome leakage can occur on products that have just been
delivered, again clean with cleaner to eliminate.
Epoxy Powder Frames
Clean using a damp cloth with a mild solution of soap and water.
Plastic/Felt Feet
Need to be inspected and replaced if worn
Wood Seating and Tables
Wood is a natural product and owes its inherent beauty to the variations
in colour, texture and grain which are not considered defects. Because of
this, Allermuir cannot guarantee the exact matching of any of the wood
items. Allermuir is also not able to guarantee matching of colours between
batches, as wood ages naturally through time and exposure to sunlight. A
thorough inspection should be made monthly to ensure that the joints have
not become too loose. Take out of service immediately if this has occurred.
Joints may become loose when people continually rock back and forth.
Wood can be cleaned with a water soluble solution to remove build-up of
grease and grime (remove any excess water immediately). Wood products
should not be subjected to extreme temperatures, particularly heat, moisture
and direct sunlight.
Fabric
Please follow specific manufacturing guidelines on the cleaning of fabric.
Cleaning with the wrong substance could damage the fabric.
Leather
Can be cleaned with a mild saddle soap.
Table Tops
Clean with a soft damp cloth and mild detergent solution.
Do not use abrasive cleaners.
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